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Employee Amplification Enterprise Platform
CEOCFO: Mr. Nadjm, would you tell us the concept at SoAmpli?
Mr. Nadjm: We help organizations market better, smarter and cost-effectively. Right 
now we have a high number of people who are talking and sharing about the company 
they work for, about products and services they offer to their clients to people with 
common interests on their personal social media channels. In most cases, they are 
actually doing a better job than their company pages. How do you harness the positive 
power of their sharing? How do you engage and provide better content to them and 
make sure they are factually correct? That is where SoAmpli comes in. We do three 
things. First we allow the companies to invite their employees into the platform. 
Secondly, we provide a content repository where co-workers can have access social-
ready, approved content that they can then share on their social media channels. Third, 
we help measure the reach of this unique content that has been shared voluntarily.

CEOCFO: Is this unique?
Mr. Nadjm: It is a fairly new concept. The main players are only a couple of years young 
and are mostly based in the US. Enterprise platforms focusing on social in general may 
offer Employee Advocacy as part of their service, but when it comes to specialized 
platforms we are talking about 11 to 25 companies globally. 

CEOCFO: If employees make use of this scripted content, does it come across as 
canned?

Mr. Nadjm: If you think about it, we are all hungry for good, smart content. Sometimes we might not have the confidence 
to know what the latest hashtag is, or what to talk about. Not all of us are social marketers, but a lot of us would welcome 
the opportunity to improve our digital reputation. So, if there are photos, articles, news pieces available to us that we can 
voluntarily share, we may be interested in that, especially when we can add our own tonality to it.

CEOCFO: How do you help companies measure the results?
Mr. Nadjm: There are many objectives when it comes to social media. Some might like to have a sentiment change to 
give a different perception about a product, their company or that specific industry, so we would look at that. One might 
need to increase the reach of certain campaigns. There might be individuals you want to hire or people you’d like to come 
to a certain event, and we can be practical in those cases. Overall, the feedback we are getting is that the ones who are 
using SoAmpli are really interested in digitizing their staff and having a way where people can see what good content 
looks like. How do you write that content? We see it as being educational for brands and their employees, so they can 
utilize it to boost their social presence while getting feedback and suggestions on what to share. 

CEOCFO: Would you tell us about the recognition segment?
Mr. Nadjm: I have over twelve years experience in social media personally. I ran social for the Ogilvy Group here in the 
UK, which gave me a good share of experience in different industries. What is happening in most of them is that you have 
a roughly 30%-40% audience of employees that are constantly sharing positive information about the company they work 
for. Right there, that’s money on the table. Nobody knows the power of this, or says thank you. People spend huge 
amounts of money to have a nice photo on a poster that says: “Hey, look at us! We’re a great company, come and work 
for us!” Yet we have a good percentage of the workforce already sharing interesting information about the company 
online, but we do not have a process internally to say, “We know who you are and thank you so much”. Showing the 
impact that people have when they share on social media and recognize them is a way to change this. Our platform has a 
numerical approach with your shares, your reach, your posts etc. 

CEOCFO: What is involved in implementation for a company?
Mr. Nadjm: Registering on the site is very easy. You come in, fill your information, and that is it. You are now ready to 
publish content. It takes less than five minutes. If you are an enterprise wanting to bring onto the platform 500+ 
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employees, you talk to us and we set you up quickly. We will work closely with you to make the on-boarding process as 
smooth as possible.

CEOCFO: Are companies monitoring how the employees utilize the system?
Mr. Nadjm: Monitoring when it comes to staff activity is a very strong word and we stay away from that. We are not about 
monitoring nor do we offer monitoring tools. The only thing we care about is what they voluntarily share. 

CEOCFO: What have you learned since SoAmpli has been available and what has changed about your offering?
Mr. Nadjm: We now provide much more information to the companies that come on board. We have a help page and a 
university section. We realized that when people are new to the tool, they may need more confidence and a proof of 
content internally, so that is how we help them. We work very closely with the clients on the ground, we have an on-
boarding plan and we also work on their great suggestions. 

CEOCFO: What is your geographic range?
Mr. Nadjm: We collaborate in order to be able to serve more than a certain city. Our online approach is global. From a 
location point of view, we are in New York, London, Switzerland (Geneva) and Italy (Milan) at the moment. By the end of 
this month, we are setting up in Copenhagen because we have seen interest from Scandinavian companies. We are six-
seven months young. This is all very exciting to us. 

CEOCFO: How do you reach out to potential customers?
Mr. Nadjm: We have social media. We do what we say, and that is bringing us leads and people who are interested in 
talking to us. We have direct marketing and are now connected to close to seven thousand people on LinkedIn, also 
thanks to my being nominated by Forbes as a Top 50 Global Social Influencer and an MIT Influencer. We have brilliant 
advisors, which include the ex-Global Head of Comms at News Corp, the VP of Technology at SoundCloud and the Chief 
Marketing Officer at Legal & General, which is one of the largest insurance companies here in the UK. These people also 
put us in touch with their connections.

CEOCFO: Are you seeking funding or partnerships?
Mr. Nadjm: We have angel investment which will allow us to keep going until the end of the year. At the end of the year, 
we are going to kick-start and seek further investment. We have some homework to do on our conversion rate and that is 
what we are focusing on right now. Additionally, we have to make sure the product gets more love while maintaining the 
same standards that are clients expect from us and make sure that our leads are turning into sales. Therefore, our money 
would go to our sales and marketing. 

CEOCFO: Why pay attention to SoAmpli today?
Mr. Nadjm: This is the way of communicating for brands and companies right now. Social media does not go away. 
People are getting more and more used to harness the power of social media. They recognize and realize that this is the 
way to go forward and that’s where we come in. This is the perfect moment for us to help them understand the positive 
power of their employees’ social sharing. It is a very exciting and growing area. When we speak to people, they 
understand what we are doing and they ask us to come and talk with them.

Interview conducted by: Lynn Fosse, Senior Editor, CEOCFO Magazine

For more information visit: www.soampli.com
Contact: Maz Nadjm  07960811351  Maz@soampli.com

“Right now we have a high number of people who are talking and sharing about the company they work for, about products 
and services they offer to their clients to people with common interests on their personal social media channels. In most 
cases, they are actually doing a better job than their company pages. How do you harness the positive power of their 
sharing? How do you engage and provide better content to them and make sure they are factually correct? That is where 
SoAmpli comes in.” - Maz Nadjm
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